Enhance real-world usability of three-dimensional
visual models

IBM and Zebra Imaging:
Visualizing the future

Zebra Imaging pushes visualization
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• Reduce cost:
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• Enhance collaboration:

Deep Computing Visualization from
IBM offers the most flexible, powerful
solution for rendering and distributing
complex digital images and data.
Working together, IBM and Zebra
can translate raw information into
three-dimensional images that defy
the senses. This comprehensive
visualization system can be used to:
• Eliminate modeling errors:
Since Zebra holograms can
be created directly from Deep
Computing digital models they
are not subject to the variations
introduced when translating and
constructing physical models.
• Shorten production cycles:
By replacing physical models

from reconnaissance to reconstruction.
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A Defense Department Official quoted
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in Forbes Magazine May 9, 2005, said,

share the same visual experience

“You miss an awful lot with a 2D picture.
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The holographic image puts you right
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They provide what we call situational

multiple perspectives.

awareness.”

• Preview and share the real world:
Deep Computing systems from IBM
can send images to installed Zebra
printers anywhere in the world, so
teams can efficiently collaborate on
visualization data and images from
remote locations.
Whether presenting ideas to customers
and investors, modeling the latest
designs, or familiarizing personnel
with new environments, IBM and Zebra
allow you to harness the unique power
of shared experiences.
Zebra panels can even incorporate
Zebra images make a real difference in
the real world
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About Deep Computing Visualization
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